Research Days: A Showcase of Research, Scholarship, and Creative Endeavor April 2
& 3, 2013 Call for Abstracts
Undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral students have the opportunity to showcase their
work and compete for prize money at the 18th Annual Research Days. This event is
dedicated to highlighting the breadth of research, creative scholarship, and cultural discovery
on issues of major disciplinary, multidisciplinary, and global significance being done at GW by
students and postdoctoral researchers. We sincerely hope that you will take this opportunity
to present your research to the GW community so that we can all learn and benefit from your
activities.
All abstracts must be submitted by February 24, 2013 and are required to have advisor
approval.
Highlights:





Two-day event featuring poster presentations and keynote speakers
April 2nd focuses on arts, business, education, engineering, humanities, law,
sciences, and other topics
April 3rd focuses on health and medicine topics
Abstract instructions, the abstract submission form, and sample abstracts can be
found at http://research.gwu.edu/research-days-2013

For more information, we encourage you to visit the Research Days website, or contact
resdays@gwu.edu.
Please see the important information below for the day you will be participating.
Important Information for April 2, 2013
To participate, you are required submit an abstract of your research by February 24, 2013.
Review the instructions and complete the electronic abstract submission at:
http://research.gwu.edu/research-days-2013. As a participant, you are required to make a
poster (or equivalent presentation) for April 2nd. Monetary prizes will be awarded to the best
presentations as determined by faculty judges.
Important Information for April 3, 2013
April 3, 2013 is the date all faculty in SMHS, SON, SPHHS and students engaged in
biomedical and health research, Residents, The Institute for Biomedical Sciences, Children’s
National Medical Center & The DC VA Hospital are invited to present their research.
Last year, there were a record number of abstracts submitted and 321 presented. Please
note that if your abstract is accepted and you are not making an oral presentation, you will
be required to make a poster for Research Day.
You will find the directions for abstract submission and the abstract form at:
http://research.gwu.edu/research-days-2013.

